Casart Coverings Introduces new Wave Mural Design to Sea Life
Removable Wallpaper Collection
Our reusable Wave wallcovering design creates instant tranquility to an interior space
and helps clean up Oceans!
September 4, 2019 (FPRC) -- Casart Coverings LLC (Casart Coverings) announces the release of
the new Wave designs in their Sea Life series of removable wall-covering designs, as a part of their
Mural Collections for the summer into fall 2019 season.
The Sea Life Series celebrates marine life and ocean waves with four designs that have a
maximalist and intricate appeal. For a limited time, for each $200 wallcovering Sea Life design
purchase, we purchase a $20 recycled sea glass bracelet from 4Ocean company to send to our
customers. This effort from the purchase of 1 bracelet represents one pound of trash pulled from
oceans.
There are two new Wave Murals that are abstract printed paintings that simulate the ocean's tide.
Similar to our Sea Spray Mural, our Wave Murals show undulating movement of water with a
balanced mix of warm and cool, vibrant colors. All our abstract murals within the Casart Sea Life
Series are meant to remind one of water, an essential ingredient to all life.
Casart Wave designs were created with actual "paint pours," where paint is poured onto a blank
canvas and allowed to move freely over the surface when the canvas is tilted and moved in many
directions. There is some artistic manipulation but this process is basically a semi-controlled-mess
that gives surprising and appealing results.
Casart self-adhesive and removable Wave Murals can be easily installed individually or paired
together and turned in any direction desired. They can also be used with our other designs within
the Sea Life removable wallpaper series: Sea Spray Mural, Shells and Shell Fish designs to create
a Sea-themed space. All can be customized for your color choices.
According to Casart Coverings' Owner and lead artist, Ashley Spencer, "This unique wallpaper
design is not offered anywhere else or in a high-quality, self-adhesive, repositionable, removable
and reusable wallcovering. Casart Coverings' wall coverings are known for their exceptional quality
for commercial and residential use, and with designer appeal yet affordable price."
Casart Coverings' designs in the Sea Life Series are rendered in an up-to-date style, with
state-of-the-art wallpaper technology and printing for practical and easy-to-install with self-adhesive
wall décor. Part of the Design & Murals Category / Sea Life Collection
(https://www.casartcoverings.com/shop/casart-designs-murals/sea-life/wave-murals-sea-life-series/),
(https://www.casartcoverings.com/product-category/casart-designs-murals/sea-life/)
Sizes range from small 52" w x 72" h (7 ft h / 26 sq ft) to large size mural panels 104" w to 144" h
(12 ft h /104 sq ft).
Casart Coverings has also launched coordinating designs on furniture, home, office and lifestyle
products through their Casart Society6 Accessories Shop: https://society6.com/casart
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About Casart Coverings
Established online in 2009, Casart Coverings LLC is a a boutique producer of custom-printed,
removable designer wallcovering that reinvents the concept of traditional wallpaper. Casart
wallcoverings are easy, convenient and labor-efficient to install, remove and even reuse. Casart
Coverings prides itself on providing quality service and consistent customer satisfaction, as well as a
highly sustainable product for interior design. For more information, please contact us and visit
casartcoverings.com.
Contact Information
For more information contact Ashley Spencer of Casart Coverings, llc
(http://https://www.casartcoverings.com/)
888.960.5554
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